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Patented Mar. 16, 1954 2,672,341 

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
2,672,341 

PN DISTRIBUTING MECHANISM FOR 
BOWLNG, PN SPOTTING MACHINES 

Thomas Flint, Concord, Mass., assignor to Amera 
ican Machine and Foundry Company, a corpo 
ration of New Jersey 
Application January 27, 1948, Serial No. 4,578 

(Cl. 273-43) 17 Claims. 

This invention relates to improvements in 
automatic bowling pin setting machines and par 
ticularly to a novel and improved pin distributor 
or distributing mechanism for use in such ma 
chines. 
An example of one such machine is disclosed 

in U. S. Patent No. 2,388,707, November 13, 1945, 
to R. E. Rundell. 
In bowling pin spotting machines of this gen 

eral type bowling pins which have been swept or. 
removed from a bowling alley into the pit adja 
cent the end of the alley are conveyed from the 
pit and delivered to pin distributing mechanism. 
At the proper time during the operation of the 
machine bowling pins are discharged from the 
distributor or delivered therefrom to a device 
which places them in playing positions on the pin 
Supporting portion of the alley. 
While several types of distributor mechanism 

are known in the art the present invention makes 
possible a rapid distribution of bowling pins one 
by One into Substantially triangular arrangement 
corresponding to the playing positions which the 
several pins in the distributor will take when 
placed on the alley. The mechanism constitut- ; 
ing the invention handles each pin with a mini 
mum of Wear and tear, and therefore the life of 
the pins is increased by its use. 
An object of this invention is to provide, in an 

automatic bowling pin setting machine, novel 
pin distributing mechanisim, by the use of which 
the operation and general performance of the 
machine may be improved. 
Other objects of the invention are to provide 

novel and improved pin distributing mechan- ; 
ism, which is simple, compact and sturdy so that, 
in use it may be operated with the minimum of 
servicing and replacement of parts; also to pro 
vide an improved pin distributing mechanism in 
which pin cups are mounted in a novel manner; 
in which a flexible pin carrier having pin cups 
thereon may traverse a plurality of relatively 
closely arranged pin stations and from which a 
set of pins may be simultaneously discharged in 
to a machine element for delivery to the bed of i 
an alley. 

Further objects are to provide, in a bowling pin 
distributing mechanism, improved electrical con 
trol means therefor, by which pins are auto 
matically delivered to pin cups, and by which 
they are released by improved pin supporting and 
latching and release means. 
With these and other objects not specifically 

mentioned in view, the invention consists in cer 
tain combinations which will be hereinafter fully 
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described, and set forth in the claims hereunto appended. 

In the accompanying drawings which illustrate 
a preferred embodiment of the invention and 
form a part of this specification, and in which 
like characters of reference indicate the same or 
like parts: 

Fig. 1 is a somewhat diagrammatic side eleva 
tion of a portion of an automatic pin setting ma 
chine, having therein a pin distributor embody 
ing the invention. 

Fig. 2 is a plan view, on an enlarged scale, of 
the pin distributor of this invention. 

Fig. 3 is a transverse vertical section, On an en 
larged scale, on line 3-3 of Fig. 5, of a portion 
of the distributor drive mechanism. 

Fig. 4 is a transverse vertical Section, on en 
larged scale, of clutch mechanism for controlling 
the distributor drive mechanism, taken on line 
4-3 of Fig. 2. 

Fig. 5 is an enlarged, longitudinal vertical Sec 
tion of the distributor, taken approximately on 
line 5-5 of Fig. 2. 

Fig. 6 is a sectional plan view thereof, on the 
same scale as Fig. 2, taken approximately on line 
S-6 of Fig. 5. 

Fig. 7 is a diagrammatic view, illustrating the 
form of the trip devices on the respective pin 
cups when in pin discharging relation to a Se 
ries of stops on the distributor. 

Fig. 8 is a side elevation of one of the pin re 
ceiving cups of the distributor. 

Fig. 9 is a similar elevation viewed at right 
angles to Fig. 8. 

Fig. 10 is a bottom plan view of the cup of Figs. 
8 and 9. 

Fig. 11 is a diagram of a suitable electrical cir 
cuit; in which is included instrumentalities for 
controlling the sequence of operation of the pin. 
distributor. 

Fig. 12 is a horizontal section of the cup taken 
on line 2-2 of Fig. 5. 

Fig. 13 is a fragmentary, sectional elevation 
of one of the pin cups, showing the pin Support 
ing means thereof released and a pin descending 
through the Cup. 
The machine, shown somewhat diagrammati 

cally in Fig. 1, and in which a pin distributor of 
the present invention is operatively arranged, 
smay be suitably mounted at the rear of an alley 
A. At the sides of the latter are upright walls 
or kickbacks 2 connected at their rear ends by 
a vertical cross frame or housing 22. Between 
the rear wall 24 of the alley and the frame 22, 
and extending between the kickbacks 20, is a pit 
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26 into which pins P, felled by thrown balls, or 
propelled rearwardly by an automatic Sweep de 
vice (not shown) passing rearwaardly over the 
alley, are deposited. 
Such pins may fall upon a suitable element for 

assisting their movement to the rear, such for 
example, as the pivoted and Spring supported 
board or plate 28 which inclines downwardly to 
the rear, as indicated. 

All pins P arriving at the back of the pit 26 
come into engagement with and are 'carried up 
wardly one after another, by a suitable 'endless 
pin conveyor or elevator (not shown) disposed 
within the frame or housing 22. 
A more detailed showing of the parts dif the 

machine briefly described above may be found 
in Rundell Patent No. 2,388,707 previously re 
ferred to. 
At a suitable elevation in housing 22 the pin 

conveyor (not shown) deposits the pins in suc 
'cession, upon a deflector 30 which delivers the 
pins, either end foremost, upon a suitable trails 
port device 32 which carries the pins P towards 
and drops them into the distributor designated 
generally D. 
The distributor D, constructed and operating 

in accordance with this invention, will be ide 
scribed in detail as this disclosure proceeds. 
The pin transport device 32 shown comprises 

a pair of endless V-belts 34 running on pairs of 
pulleys 36, 38 and 40, one pair, such as the pulleys 
36, being-driven in a direction to cause the upper 
runs of the belts, upon which the pins are car 
ried, to travel forwardly as indicated by the ar 
row, Fig. i. 
The pins P may fall from the deflector means 

30 onto the belts 34 either butt end or handle 
send foremost, but it is desirable that all pins 
'be delivered to the distributor D butt end fore 
most so that they will all stand handle end up 
in the distributor. 

Belts 34 are so spaced that pins P received 
thereon butt foremost will continue thus to the 
-distributor D, as stated (see Fig. 1). 

However, when any pins P fall handle fore 
most on the transport device, see Fig. 1, handle 
portions of such pins will project downwardly 
and forwardly between the belts and as the belts 
move forward, such handle portions will abut 
an end 42 of a plate A disposed between and , 
below the upper runs of the belts. Such pin 
handles will be held back while the butts thee 
of proceed and those pins thus turn end for 'end 
until the butts thereof project forwardly. Thus 
all pins are oriented and proceed butt foremost 
on the belts 33 with their handles dragging along 
the top of plate 44. - 
Any other suitable means may be used to 

convey the pins from the elevator to the dis 
tributor D. - 
The distributor D, which is to be described, 

is horizontally arranged and is suitably sup 
ported on an upper, stationary horizontal skele 
ton frame 53 secured to spaced uprights 52. 

Uprights 52 are fixed to and project upwardly 
from horizontal side members 54 of the machine 
frame, Fig. i. 

Also mounted on frame 59 are a set of ten 
downwardly and forwardly inclined pin guides 
vor delivery chutes 55, arranged in triangular pat 
stern, Fig. 6, corresponding to the pin pattern 
"on the alley A. At an appropriate time a set 
iOf ten pins are simultaneously discharged from 
the distributor D into the chutes 55 through 
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tive stations in Fig. 2. 

4. 
which they are guided to and assume upright 
positions in Spotting table T. 
Table T may be of any suitable construction 

enabling it to reciprocate vertically between an 
upper position below and adjacent the chutes 
56 for receiving pins therefrom and an extreme 
lower position adjacent the alley to spot pins 
thereon in playing position, 

Movement of table T to and from spotting 
position relative to alley A. may be effected by 
"any suitable means such as the crank arms 60 
and 62. Airn 66 is mounted on a rotatabie hori 
zontal shaft 64 supported in bearings on the dis 
'tributor frame 50, Fig. 2, while arm 62 is mounted 
to oscillate on a similar shaft 66 on the table 
it. The free ends of these crank arms are pivot 
ally connected to a link 88. As arms 60 travel 
in a clockwise direction, as viewed in Figure 1, 
and the pivotal connections between arms 69 
and links 68 move past dead center, crank arms 
52 move in a counterclockwise direction. In 
this manner, table T, which is guided vertically 
in guides 72, described hereinafter, is given a 
substantially straightline movement to and from 
alley A. 
Table T may be guided up and down by rollers 

70 movable in vertical guides 72 fixed to the 
machine frame 54. The arms 63 and 62, the 
connecting link 63, rollers 70 and guides 2 are 
preferably provided at both sides of the machine. 

Since this invention concerns itself only with 
the novel and improved pin distributor D, it is 
thought that the foregoing brief description of 
*the machine including a suitable table Oper 
atively associated with the distributor will suffice 
to afford a proper understanding of the inven 
tion. 
The construction and operation of the novel 

pin distributor D will now be described, the best 
showing of the general arrangement of its parts 
being found in Figs. 2 and 5. 
The distributor D includes a horizontally dis 

posed, endless and intermittently operable pin. 
carrier, designated generally at S. This carrier 
S is composed of ten flexible sections or lengths 
f5 of substantially equal length such as chain 
formed of a plurality of links 6. Although link 
chain is shown and described, and is preferred, 
sections of any other suitable flexible means 
such as metal cable which has little or no-stretch 
“can be used. The sections 5 alternate with and 
"are operatively connected to ten pin receiving 
cups, individually identified by the numbers 
'-O, and corresponding in number with the 
number of pins usually forming a set. 
The pin carrier Sis mounted so as to assume 

a serpentine form such that, when at rest, cups 
-0 are 'disposed in the conventional triangular 
pattern shown in Fig. 2, wherein the cups are 
arranged operatively to correspond to the chutes 
56, which deliver pins to table T, arranged in 
the playing pattern in which pins are disposed 
ithereby on the alley A. To so movably mount 
the pin carrier 'S, it operatively engages with 
and travels upona, plurality of driving and driven 
members, such as sprockets or gears 88-85. 
To assistin an understanding of the operation 

' of the distributor D, each of the pin ca.1trying 
cups Nos. - 0 has its identifying intineral con 
nected thereto by a line in Fig. 2. The numerals 
a to 3a, used to designate the stations of the 

pin pattern, are within the cups at the respec 
This pin patten is of 

the lisual or recognized order in which pins are 
saufmbered 'When on the alley. Thus, although 
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the cups numbered - O can assume different 
successive positions as the carrier S is driven 
during operation, the pattern numbers a-Oa. 
will remain as shown. 

All of the sprockets 89-85 are disposed in a 
horizontal plane, and the pin carrier S moves 
about these sprockets in the direction of the 
arrows. Fig. 2, under the influence of sprocket 
80, which is the drive element for the distrib 
utor D. 
Sprockets 8 -85 are all mounted to rotate 

on vertical shafts 86 supported in brackets 88 
fixed on and extending upwardly from the dis 
tributor frame 50, see FigS. 1 and 5. 

All members 80-85 are what may be termed 
mutilated sprockets. Each sprocket 8-85, for 
example, is cut away to provide three equidistant 
arcuate cup seats or recesses 90 for the reception 
of the pin cups. Driving sprocket 80 is Smaller 
than sprockets 8-85, and is provided with two 
diametrically opposed seats 9 in which pin Cups 
-0 are adapted to be seated. 
As shown in the drawings, see particularly Figs. 

2 and 5, the pulleys 38 carrying the forward 
ends of the pin delivery belts 36 are arranged 
longitudinally of the machine and above the dis 
tributor D in a position in rear of and adjacent 
the 5a pin spot or station of the pin pattern. 
Thus when pins leave the forward ends of the 
belts 34, each pin in succession will descend to 
wards and into any cup on the pin carrier S 
which may be at station 5d. 
To assist in guiding pins P, butt end foremost, 

into cups in the foregoing position there is ar 
ranged between the pulleys 38 a downwardly and 
forwardly inclined guide plate 94. 
portion of this guide 94 is preferably arranged 
concentric with the shaft 95 mounting the pulleys 
38 and may, in effect, form a continuation of the 
pin deflecting plate 44, previously described. 
Guide plate 94 terminates at its lower forward 

edge adjacent the rear peripheral portion of any 
cup at Station 3d and is there Secured to a pair 
of support plates 38. These are secured to and 
extend forwardly from a bearing arm at the 
top of a bracket 82 projecting upwardly from 
the frame 59. The forward end of plate 64 and 
the top rear portion of plate 93 may also be se 
cured to the arm (, as indicated in Fig. 5. 

All of the cups Nos. to are of the same 5 
size and construction. In Figs. 8-10 cup No. 3 
is shown in detail. The Cups each comprise a 
vertical cylindrical member 24 formed of sheet 
metal, and open at its top and bottom ends. The 
inside diameter of member 4 is somewhat 
greater than the maximun diameter of the body 
of a pin P, whereby pins can enter and be dis 
charged from the cups readily while nevertheless 
the pins are confined in the cups approximately 
on the axes of the Cups. 
The upper edge of each Cup preferably termi 

nates in a flaring outwardly directed flange (6. 
One end of each of the Sprocket chain sections 

75 is pivotally secured at 8 to a clip or bracket 
0, see FigS. 8 and 9, one of which is fastened 

to the outside of each cup at the rear thereof 
when considering the direction of travel of the 
pin carrier S through the distributor. 
The opposite end of each chain section carries 

in the free end of its terminal link 76 a pivot pin 
2 on the upper and lower ends of which rollers 
4 are rotatably secured, see Figs. 8 and 12. 

These rollers are confined in oppositely facing 
upper and lower tracks 6 formed in a curved 
guide member 8 rigidly secured to the outer 

0. 

6 
face of each cup diametrically opposite clip 0. 
The roller tracks if 6 are concentric with the 
axes of the Cups. 
The station or position 5a of distributor D, lo 

cated as above described, may be referred to as 
the pin delivery station, and in order to assist 
pins in properly entering cups at that station 
as they descend the guide 94, there is disposed 
opposite that guide a fixed abutment 20 which 
is secured to the frame 50 and projects upwardly 
therefrom. This abutment 20 includes a curved 
vertical plate 22 positioned adjacent to and ex 
tending above the edge of any cup at said sta 
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tion. Thus the bottoms or butt ends of pins 
moving towards a cup at station 5a will strike 
against part 22 and will be diverted thereby into 
the cup. Overtravel of the pins, and consequent 
engagement with the top edge of a Cup with pos 
sible non-delivery of a pin into a cup is thus 
avoided. 
Means are provided which may be releasably 

positioned so as to extend across the bottoms of 
the cups to retain pins in upright position there 
in as shown in Figs. and 5, and which means 
may be automatically shifted to a position at one 
side of the cup bottoms to enable pins to pass 
through the cups into the chutes 56, when de 
sired. 
In accordance With this invention such means 

are automatically controlled so that simultaneous 
movement thereof to pin releasing position is 
effected only after pins have been delivered to 
all cups NoS. 1 to 10 at station 5d as a result of 
step by step movement of the pin carrier S 
which has caused those cups to successively pass 
into station 5a. 
The means above mentioned are shown clearly 

in Figs. 8-10 in connection with cup No. 8. Such 
means are substantially duplicated for all cups. 
As there shown, each cup has secured to the 

outside wall thereof near its bottom edge a hori 
Zontal bracket 39, each end of which mounts a 
pivot 32 the axes of which are in alignment. 
Movably mounted on each pivot 32 is an arm 
34. The free ends of these arms 34 have se 
cured therein the opposite ends of a horizontal 
pin supporting bar or member 36 which extends 
parallel with the axes of the pivots 32. This 
bar 36 may be releasably positioned beneath and 
across the bottom of the cup body 04 in a posi 
tion to releasably support a pin in said cup. 

For this purpose each arm 34 has connected 
thereto one end of a tension spring 40 the 
other end of which is attached to a fixed clip 
f42 on the outer wall of the cup. 
The Springs 40 thus yieldingly hold the pin 

Supporting bar 36 upwardly against or in con 
taet With the bottom of the cup so as to extend 
approximately across the center thereof, as 
clearly seen in Fig. 10. 

Obviously, as thus far described, a pin entering 
a cup would, upon engaging the pin support f36, 
cause its arms 34 to Swing with it about the 
pivots 32 to a lateral position such that a pin 
Would pass through the cup. Means on each 
cup for releasably securing the member 36 in 
pin supporting position across the bottom of a 
cup is therefore provided, which means may be 
simultaneously actuated at a selected time to re 
lease all the cup supporting bars 3S for simul 
taneous passage of all pins out of all cups O4. 
Such means include a releasable latch bar 46 

mounted on each cup so as to extend horizontal 
ly alongside and below the cup bottom. Each 
latch bar has a part which may extend beneath 
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a projecting end of the pin supporting bar 36 
of that cup to lock that bar in pin supporting po 
sition, as clearly seen in Figs. 8-10. Each latch 
bar 46 is provided with a vertical portion ($8 
attached to a horizontal pivot sleeve 53 through 
which passes a pivot 52 mounted in spaced 
flanges 56 projecting from a bracket, 56 fas 
tened to the outer Wall of the cup. 
. Surrounding the pivot sleeve 58 is a coil spring 
60, one end of which is secured in a hole 

in one of the langes 54 and the other end of 
which extends about the part 43 of the latch bar 
46 in a manner to urge the latch inwardly and 
thereby releasably Secure it beneath the pil 
Supporting bar 35, as in FigS. 3-0. 
ing the lateh bar 46 outwardly to the dotted line 
position indicated in Fig. 8, the latch will be 
moved away from and will release the pin sup 
port bar 36. The means for effecting this ac 
tion is described hereinafter. 
The descent of pins P into the cups at sta 

tion 5d obviously occurs with considerable in 
pact on the pin supporting bal's 36. This im 
pact, through the connections described, is 
transmitted to the cups and, incidentally, to the 
pivotal connections between those cups and the 
ghain Sections 5. 

In Order to reduce the resulting strains and 
displacement of parts as a result of the afore 
mentioned impact, each cup is provided, see Figs. 
5 and 9, with an exterior reinforcement in the 
iform of a curved netal strip 34, the botton 
portion . Of Which is flanged outwardly and up 
wardly to provide a horizontal rest 63 coneein 
tric With the cup. As each cup aSSuimes its sta 
tionary pin receiving position at station 5a, its 
rest 466 will project over and engage upon the 
tep face of drive sprocket 89 at the edge of the 
cup seat or recess 93 of that sprocket which, at 
that time, is adjacent the eup wall and concen- 4 
trie with the axis thereof. 
Thus the impact of the pin descent, as de 

scribed, is transmitted to and taken up largely 
by the sprocket 88. 
The reinforcement 64 may, in the move 

nent of cups to other positions in the distribu 
tor, engage other sprockets in the manner just 
described, as for example, at station a where 
it would engage sprocket 83, as seen in Fig. 5. 
However, such engagement is merely incidental 
since other than at station 5a, the cup struc 
tures do not receive pin impact such as occurs 
at that Station. 
As previously stated, cups Nos. -i 9 come to 

rest only at stations fa-E Oa, as illustrated in 
Fig. 2, and it is desirable to effect gentle start 
ing and stopping of the pin carrier S for move 
sment of the cups into and out of stop positions 
with preferably an accelerated motion between 
Such positions to thereby reduce the overall time 
in which a complete cycle of movement of the 
distributor is made. 
For this purpose suitable drive mechanism op 

eratively associated with the sprocket gear 80 
is provided. Sprocket gear 29 is rotatably se- 6: 
cured to the upper end of a vertical shaft 70 
which, below said sprocket 88, is supported in 
a bearing in the upper end 2 of a bracket 74 
fixed to the distributor frame 58. The shaft 
fe extends below frame S. Where its lower 
end is journalled in another bearing in bracket 

4. Below frame 50, shaft f has fixed there 
to a bevel gear 76 which meshes with a bevel 
pinion 8 fixed on one end of a horizontal shaft 
ARA rotatably mounted in a bearing extension 
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8 
of the bracket f 4. The opposite end of the 
shaft 80 has secured thereto a crank 82, the 
free end of which carries a roller i.84 engageable 
in a straight track f S6 extending lengthwise of 
a driving crank arm 88. 
This crank arm 88 is secured to one end of a 

horizontal shaft 93 rotatably mounted in a 
bearing 92 depending from frame 50 in a man 
ner to position shaft 90 in a vertical plane passs 
ing through the axis of shaft f8 and at a dis 
tance below the horizontal plane of the axis of 
said shaft 89. The opposite end of shaft 90 
has secured to it a driven section 96 of a suits 
able one-revolution clutch 98. The driving 
section 202 of clutch 98 is rotatably supported 
on shaft 95 and may be constantly driven by 
a belt 294 from a suitable power source, not 
shown, incorporated in the machine. The 
drivien member 95 of the clutch has a projec 
tion 2-6 engagable with an abutment 208 diss 
posed between the ends of a clutch lever 2 0. 
Cne end of that lever is pivoted at 22 on the 
channel 200 and its other end is pivotally at 
tached at 21:3 to a link which operatively con 
nects it to an armature or a plunger 26 of a 
Solenoid 23 supported on a blacket 220 on the 
channel 26 C. 
A tension spring 222 secured to the clutch 

lever 2 is and to a stud 224 yieldingly urges the 
lever to clutch latching position in engagement 
with projection 236, as shown in Fig. 4. 
The solenoid 28 is arranged in a circuit such 

as that iliustrated in Fig. 11. This circuit is op 
eratively connected to the main control circuit 
of the inachine. The solenoid 28 is inter 
mittently operated to intermittently release 
clutch 3S and allow the clutch to couple and 
thereby advance the pin carrier S step by step 
to carry the pin receiving cups Nos. --0 thene 
of into and out of pin receiving position at star 
tion 5a, under control of electrical elements in 
the circuit shown, as will be explained. 
The clutch 93 may be a selected commercial 

type available in the open market. One such 
is the Hilliard Single Revolution Clutch No. 2, 
Hilliard Clutch Bulletin No. 239, issued oy The 
Hilliard Corporation, Elmira, New York, to which 
has been added an overruning clutch to operate 
reversely, such as found in Hilliard Bulletin 
131-D. Thus the clutch 93, when engaged and 
.declutched by lever 2 C, acts to immediately stop 
the pin carrier S, whereby the cups are posi 
tioned exactly where needed. 

Preferably, to avoid back-up of the carrier 
S by rebound when brought to rest, a second 
-clutch device such as that found in Bullet in 239 
above mentioned can he used to hold the carrier 
S from moving backward from stop position. 
Such a clutch device 98a is installed between 
sprocket 85 and its shaft 86, see Fig. 2. 
Since the above mentioned clutch devices and 

their functions are well-known, it is deemed 
unnecessary to illustrate them in further de 
tail. 

Each time the solenoid 2 i3 is actuated to lift 
the can lever 2 ft out of engagement with part 
206 of the clutch, the clutch will automatically 
engage and drive shaft 93 and its attached 
driving arm 88 through one revolution. Upon 
examination of Fig. 3, it will be seen that upon 
rotation of shaft 93 the extrenity of crank t-88 
will turn about the axis of shaft, 33 through 
the circular path 88a shown in dotted lines in 
that figure. Consequently the engageinstigf 
roller 184 in the slide 1869f arm t83 wi rotate. 
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crank arm 82 about the axis of shaft 80, as 
indicated by the smaller dotted line circle 82a. 
The extremity of arm 88 will travel about 

path. 88a, at a constant rate of Speed. How 
ever, since the shaft 8 is offset with respect 
to shaft 95, as stated, the roller 84 carried 
On the shorter crank arrn 82 wiil, as it traverses 
the guide i86 in arm 88, travel through the 
Smaller path 82d concentric with the axis of 
shaft 88. Thus, in order for roller 8 to keep 
up With the Speed of the end of arm 88 about 
the larger circle 88a, it will gradually increase 
or accelerate in speed as it leaves the position 
ShOWn in Fig. 3 until it arrives at its maximum 
rate diametrically opposite said position after 
which its speed decreases until it returns to its 
initial Or Stop position. 
The proportion of the parts of the drive mech 

anism disposed between crank arm 82 and the 
sprocket 80 is such as to effect 180° of revolution 
of shaft 8 and its gear 88, thus advancing all 
cups one Step. For example, cup No. 8 will shift 
from position 5d to position 8d, and all the other 
Cups Will move a corresponding distance which 
Will bring all of these cups to rest in axial align 
ment with the centers of the spot positions 
fa-10a. In this movement, through the opera 
tion of the drive mechanism, just described, each 
travel stroke Will start and terminate relatively 
slowly and gently with appreciable acceleration 
in between to thereby reduce the time required 
for such movement. 

In the position of the parts shown in Fig. 2, it 
Will be noted that Some of the pin cups, such as 
cups Nos. , 2, 6 and to are out of engagement with 
the seats of the adjacent sprocket wheels 8, 82, 
84 and 85. When thus positioned these cups are 
Supported by chain sections 5 connected there 
to Which are in mesh with teeth of sprockets 8, 
82, 84 and 85. 

However, it will be noted that in the positions 
Occupied at this time by the other cups Nos. 3, 4, 
7, 8, 5 and 9 the chain sections 75 which are 
Connected to Such cups are extending in curved 
paths about and in mesh with the teeth of the 
respective sprockets. This is, in effect, as if the 
Cups constituted links of the chain since these 
cups are in mesh with the sprockets by their en 
gagement in the seats 9 thereof. 
The importance of the slidable connection of 

One end of each chain section to an adjacent 
cup through rollers 4 and curved tracks 8 
Will now be understood. 
With such an arrangement the effective or 

operative length of the chain 75 as a whole is not 
changed. When the cups are in positions 2a, 3a, 
4a and 6a, for example, the chain sections at op 
posite sides of those cups are disposed on a 
straight line crossing the axes of the cups. How 
ever, in the position of a cup such as cup No. 4 
at position a, ends of the chain sections at 
tached thereto do not pass in a straight line 
through the cup axis, but in effect pass through 
a curved line Crossing the cup axis and concen 
tric with the axis of sprocket 8. 

Here the cup is seated in a sprocket and acts 
as one of the sections of chain, as stated above. 
This is for the reason that the rollers f 4 at 
tached to One of the chain sections connected to 
that cup have travelled in the track portions f6 
from a central position in that track towards One 
end thereof. 

It will be understood that in different positions 
of the cups in their travel about the distributor 
said chain rollers 4 automatically shift in the 
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tracks 6 on the cups in one direction or another 
and thereby maintain the chain at a constant Overallength. 
By this arrangement a simple and sure opera 

tive arrangement of the pin carrier S is effected 
whereby all of the cups are naintained in their 
intended positions and come to rest directly over 
the pin spots or stations a- Ed Without the use 
of additional sprockets or other takeup devices. 
in this manner the closest and most compact ar 
rangement possible of the sprockets 80-85 and 
of all ten cups on the distributor is effected. 

It has been thought desirable to provide means 
for steadying the cups NoS. - O in their move 
ments through the distributor, and especially to 
hold the cups against tilting or Wobbling on their 
pivots relatively to the chain sections 75 of the 
carrier S. 
For this purpose there is shown in Figs. 1, 5 

and 6 means aSSociated with the Sprocket Wheels 
80-85. Each of the wheels 8-85 has a hub 230 
Surmounting its shaft, while wheel 80 has a simi 
hub 232, Fig. 5. Fixed to each hub 23 at a dis 
tance below its sprocket is a three armed steady 
rest 236, see Fig. 6. Each arm terminates in a 
Seat 238 in vertical alignment and concentric 
with the cup seats 90 above, to thereby engage 
the same cups and co-operate with said upper 
seats in holding the cups in upright positions. 
Hub 232 of wheel 8) has a two-armed rest 240, 

the seats of which align with the two seats in 
that Wheel 80. The operation of the rest 240 is 
identical with that of the other rests 236. 
In order to explain the operation of the here 

in disclosed pin distributor, reference is made to 
Fig. 2 in which the pin Carrier S should be Con 
sidered as having travelled Or indexed to move 
nine steps. Therefore, cup No. 8 is at the loading 
station 5a, where a pin has been dropped into it; 
cup No. 7 is at station 8a; cup No. 4 at station 
ld, and so on. 
If the chain is now indexed to make one more 

step, cup No. 8 will move from the loading sta 
tion 5a to position 8a; cup No. 5 will move from 
position 9a to station 5a; cup No. 9 from Oa to 
9a; cup No. 0 from 6a, to foa, with the other cups moving correspondingly. 
When this step has been taken, it will be 

readily Seen that all cups Nos. 1-0 will be loaded 
and will be at the corresponding stations fa-Oa. 
and a set of pins will be ready for discharge from 
the distributor. 
After this set of pins has been unloaded, the 

first pin of the next set will be deposited in cup 
No. 5 while it is still at the loading station 5d. 
and before the carrier S is given its first step 
forward in the next cycle. Thus when the car 
rier S has moved one more step, the No. 9 cup will 
move to station 5a, and receive a pin. The cups 
which follow will all be loaded ready for the 
final step which carries the loaded cups to the pin discharge position. 
Means are provided for simultaneously engag 

ing and Swinging aside all of the latches 46 of 
cups Nos. f-f when the pin carrier S has re 
ceived its tenth indexing movement to bring the 
cups, as numbered, into alignment with the pin 
Spot positions a-Od, as just explained. The 
construction and arrangement of said means is 
Such that this simultaneous release of all the 
pin support members f36 can only be effected 
When all of the loaded cups have been moved to 
the unloading position. The releasing means in 
cludes a plurality of latch devices, one of which 
is arranged on the frame 50 for co-operative re 
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lation with the pin support of an adjacent Cup 
When in pin discharge position. The stops at 
positions fa-4a inclusive and those at positions 
6a-10a inclusive, are fixed while the Stop at sta 
tion 5d is movaole into and out of a position in 
which it can engage and release the pin support 
for the No. 5 cup, for a reason to be explained. 
In Figs. 6 and 7 is shown diagrammatically a 

set of ten stops 250-259 inclusive, which co-oper 
ate respectively with latch bars f46 for the pin 
holding bars 36 for cups Nos. 5, 9, 0, 6, 3, , 2, 4, 
and 8. Since it is desired that these stops be 

effective to release the pins only after the cups 
have been advanced ten steps, as stated, it is 
necessary that these stops be so arranged as to 
allow free travel of the pin carrier S without the stops engaging and releasing the latches f46 
during any of the nine step by step movements 
of the carrier S in a given cycle previous to its 
arrival at the tenth or pin discharge position. 
For this purpose each latch 45 is provided 

with a depending stud. On the latch bars 46 
on cups Nos. 5, 3, 9, 6 and 3 these studs, desig 
nated 260, are relatively short and each is posi 
tioned either at a different distance from the 
free end of its bar 46 or if at the same distance, 
as on the bars for cups Nos. 5 and 9, these bars 
occupy different relative positions on the cups. 
The latch bars 46 for cups Nos. f., 2, 4, 7 and 8 

are provided with similarly arranged depending 
studs 262 which, however, are longer than the 
studs 260. As seen in Fig. 7, the upper ends of stops 258 
254 inclusive, are relatively close to the latch 
bars (46. In Fig. 6, it will be seen that these 
stops 250-254 are disposed in relatively different 
angular positions with respect to the cup cen 
ters Nos. 5, 9, 8, 6 and 3 with which they are 
associated and which are indicated by cross marks 
in that figure. 
Stops 255-259 inclusive however, have their 

upper ends a greater distance below the latch bars 
(46 than those of the stops 259-254. Thus, while 
as indicated, the studs 262 can, when in proper 
position, engage the related stops 255-259, the 
studs 250 can pass over the last mentioned stops 
without contacting them. - 

Fig.6 likewise illustrates the angular disposi 
tion of stops 255-259 relatively to the cross marks 
indicating the cup centers Nos. , 2, 4, 7 and 8. 
The foregoing arrangement is such that all 

studs 263 and 262 can either pass freely over or 
laterally by all of the stops 250-259 without en 
gagement therewith until the tenth step has been 
effected, at which time all of the studs 263 and 262 may come into engagement with their in 
tended stops, as in Fig. 7. At such time movable 
stop 250 at station 5a will be automatically moved 
from its dotted line position Fig. 7 to its full 
line position. This movement of stop 250 will 
be explained in connection with the electrical 
circuit shown in Fig. 11. 
As shown in Fig. 5, there is pivotally mounted 

at 270 on the guide plate 94 a trip lever 272 one 
end of which projects into the path of pins de 
scending the guide plate so that each time a 
pin passes down that plate towards pin receiving 
station 5a, lever 272 will be engaged and swung 
about its pivot. The other end of trip lever 272 
is operatively associated with a micro-switch 274 
which, as shown in the diagram Fig. 11 is normal 
ly open. Each time lever 272 is actuated it will 
momentarily close the contacts of the micro 
switch 24 and thereby energize a solenoid 218. 
This action operates the one-revolution clutch 
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98 to effect a one step advance novernerit of 
the pin carrier S, except at one specific time in 
the cycle, as will be explained. 
Switch 274 is connected by a line 276 to one 

side of a normally open pit switch 278 arranged 
in the pit beneath the pivoted plate 28. Switch 
278 is retained in open position by a spring 280 
or other yielding member arranged beneath plat 
form 28 in a mannerto urge it upwardly into the 
position shown. Downward pressure on plat 
form 28, as by the arrival of a ball theredn, will 
cause it to Swing downwardly about its pivot 
and close switch 273. 

Micro-switch 274 is connected by another line 
282 to one side of Solenoid 28, the other side 
of which is connected by conductor 284 to power 
line 286. w 
The other power line 288 leads to a normally 

closed micro-switch 29) mounted on bracket f20 
in position to be engaged by a can 292 fixed to 
and projecting from the outside wall of cup No. 
8 when that cup enters station 5a. That side of 
switch 290 which is connected to conductor 288 
is also connected by conductor 296 to the other 
side of the pit switch 278. - r 
Power line 286 is also connected to one side 

of a solenoid 298 mounted on the distributor 
frame 50 below station 5a. Solenoid 298 is con 
nected by line 366 to a normally open micro 
switch 362 also arranged in the path of cam 292 
on cup No. 8 so as to be engaged thereby at 3 
selected time after it has engaged and opened 
switch 290. A branch line 334 connects the switch 
332 to line 29. ... . . . . . 
As described above, the delivery of pins one 

after another into cups at station 5d actuates 
micro-switch 274 through trip lever 272 and 
causes an advance movement of the pin carrier 
S by energizing solenoid 23 and releasing clutch 
88 for a one revolution movement. 
However, when cup No. 8 reaches station 5a, a pin descending into that cup, while actuating 

micro-switch 274, does not then effect the tenth 
step or advance movement of chain carrier S. 

is since can 292 on cup No. 8 will have engaged 
and opened micro-switch 290. That switch is 
wired in series with micro-switch 274 so that when open it will hold this circuit open and prés 
vent energization of solenoid 2fB. 
As best seen in Fig. 5, the armature of solenoid 298 is operatively connected to movable stop 250, 

before mentioned, which is pivoted ori a part 
of the distributor frame 56 at 3ia. This stop 
250 is normally held out of the path of studs 
259 or 282 on the latch bars 46 by a tension 
spring 3f2. This clearance position of stop 250 
is illustrated in Fig. 6 where projections 3f4 for 
limiting its movement about its pivot 3 to are also 
shown. As stated, when the tenth pin is delivered into 
cup No. 8 at station 5a the advance of the pin 
carrier S is momentarily prevented by the open 
ing of switch 230. However, before the ten 
loaded pins can be discharged, the pin carrier S 
must advance one step further in order to bring 
the loaded cups Nos. f-f 6 to the pin positions 
a-Ga. 
In order to understand the operation which 

effects such last step of the pin carrier S in 
a manner to overcome the open circuit condition 
caused by actuation of switch 293, certain opera 
tions in a typical fraine of bowling will be coni 
Sidered. 
At the start of Such a frame one set of pins 

is in playing position on the alley, while another 
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set is in the cups of the distributor in the ninth 
step position just mentioned. The machine is 
now in condition for the first ball of a frame to 
be rolled. 
Upon rolling the first ball, its arrvial in the 

pit will depress platform 28 and close pit switch 
28. Closing of this switch will cause current 
from line 288 to bypass the now open switch 29 
by Way of conductor 296 and through closed 
switch 278, will pass through lines 276 and 282 
to solenoid 28 and thence back to power line 
286. Current thus passing through solenoid 28 
will cause the clutch i98 to be released and make 
a one-revolution movement, thus driving the pin 
carrier S through its tenth Step to bring all of 
the loaded cups into position. Where the pins 
therein can be discharged. 
As the carrier moves to this position, cam 292 

On cup No. 8 will engage and close micro-Switch 
302, thus operating the solenoid 298 to swing 
movable stop 256 into position for obstructing 
Stud 26 on latch bar A6 of cup No. 3. 
In the last stage of this tenth Step of the pill 

carrier S all of the stops 258-259 will simulta 
neously intercept studs 260 and 252 and all of 
the latch bars 6 will be swung clear of the pin 
Supporting bars i36 which they have been Sup 
porting. This action Will cause the pins in the 
cups, through gravity, to exert downward force 
On and push their Supporting rods 36 to one 
Side about pivots 32. The pins Will all thus be 
free to leave the cups of the pin carrier and pass 
through chutes 56 into the tabie T. 
Just before cup No. 8 comes to rest at position 

8d, but not before the pin in cup No. 5 has been 
discharged at position 5d., can 292 thereon passes 
Out of engagement with and permits micro-switch 
302 to open. This de-energizes Solenoid 298 caus 
ing pivoted stop 25 at station 5d to be shifted 
from its latch engaging position to a position 
wherein it will be free of stud 260 on latch 6 
for cup No. 5. By Such action pin Supporting 
rod 36 of cup No. 5 will be free to swing to pin 
Supporting position beneath the cup. It will be 
locked in that position at Once by the return of 
released latch bar 46 to latching position through 
its spring 60. 

It Will be seen that cup No. 5 at position 5d. 
is now conditioned to receive and Support the 
next pin to pass downwardly over guide plate 9A 
from delivery belts 34. 
This will be the first pin of a new set. In its 

movement into cup No. 5, that pin will actuate 
micro-switch 274 through trip lever 272 thereby 
causing the pin carrier S to advance the first 
step of a new cycle as the result of energization 
of solenoid 28 and the resultant One revolution 
operation of clutch f 98. 
This movement of the carrier will carry loaded 

cup No. 5 from position 5a to position 8d. 
Simultaneously all of the studs 260 and 262 on 

the other latch bars 46 will ride over their re 
spective stops 25-259 and free the latch bars. 
Since the ten pins of the former Set have left 
the cups the pin supporting bars 36 of the un 
loaded cups Nos. 1-4 and Nos. 6-0 will have 
swung back to pin supporting position by action 
of their springs 40. Thus, as the latch bars 
free themselves in the step movement of the pin 
carrier just considered they will automatically re 
turn into position to latch all bars 38 under in 
fluence of their springs 60. 

Pin support bar 36 of cup No. 5 has already 
been latched at station 5d and is Supporting a 
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pin in that cup during the foregoing step move 
ment of the pin carrier S, as previously Stated. 
By the subsequent delivery of pins one after 

another downwardly over the guide plate 94, the 
pin carrier S will be caused to advance Step by 
step until ten cups have again been filled and an 
other cycle of the distributor completed. 

After the first ball of a frame has been rolled, 
as previously mentioned, a set of pins in dis 
tributor D is delivered into the spotter cups. Pins 
knocked into the pit are elevated through the 
rear Section 22 and are delivered one after an 
other into the distributor D by the belts 34. The 
table T descends and engages tops of pins re 
maining standing on the alley, electrically indi 
cating the presence of Such pins, if any, and 
mechanically lifts those pins from the alley. 
The Sweep mechanism (not shown) then re 

moves deadwood from the alley into the pit for 
elevation at the rear, as stated. The table again 
descends and replaces the picked-up pins on 
their previous spots on the alley and returns to 
its upper position still carrying the set of ten pins 
which had been discharged into it from the dis 

5 tributor. 
When a second ball of a frame is rolled, the 

action is largely a repetition of that occurring as 
the result of the rolling of the first ball. An 
exception is that the distributor does not dis 
charge additional pins into the top of the table 
which is still carrying the Set of pins just men 
tioned because the means for discharging pins 
from distributor D is incapacitated by the ma 
chine control. Also any pins remaining stand 
ing on the alley are not picked up by a Second 
descent of the table but are SWept with the dead 
Wood, if any, into the pit. 
The overall action of the machine is such tha. 

the table now depositS on the alley the ten pins 
which it has been carrying. 

Since a Set Of pins has been deposited in the 
distributor the machine is ready to receive the 
first ball of another frame. Wariations in the 
cyclic Operation of the machine as dictated by 
a Strike frame of bowling, or other Such varia 
tions, while modifying the cyclic operation of the 
machine as a whole, do not basically alter...the 
Operation of the distributor. This is true since 
the operation of the distributor is dependent 
upon, and a cycle of Operation thereof is begun 
by, the delivery into it of the first pin of a set 
and its cycle of operation is terminated by the 
delivery into it of the tenth pin of the same set. 
Since we are not concerned further with the 

operation of the machine as a whole, further 
reference thereto is omitted, 
I claim: 
i. In an automatic bowling pin setting machine 

having a Spotting device formed to receive a 
Seiected number of pins in triangular playing 
pattern and to place Said pins on an alley, pin 
distributing mechanism including Spaced chain 
Sections, pin cups alternating therewith and con 
inected to adjacent chain sections to form an 
endleSS pin carrier, a cup loading Station, means 
for moving said carrier through a closed path 
and locating Said cups in Succession at Said Sta 
tion, a conveyor constructed and arranged to 
deliver a bowling pin to each enpty cup located 
at Said station, mechanism for moving filled cups 
from Said Station and locating them in Substan 
tially triangular pin pattern arrangement above 
said device, and means effecting the simultaneous 
discharge of all of Said pins from Said cups into 
Said device. 
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2. thafi automatic bowling pin setting machine, 
i distributing mechanism including an endless 

pin carrier composed of sections of chain of 
eual length and pin cups alternating these with 
aid pivoted to the ends of adjacent chain sec 
tions for movement therewith, supports releasably 
holding piris in each of said cups, and means for 
driving said endless pin carrier in a serpentine 
path wherein all said cups pass seriatim through 
points defining a selected pattern, means for in 
termittently aifesting said pin carrier so that the 
ctiss successively come to rest at one of Said 
foihts for receiving a pin thereat, said points cor 
responding in number to the number of cups ori 
said pin carrier, all of Said-points being traversed 
by said serpentine path, and said cups simul 
taneoisy entering and Ieaving said Stations upoii 
midveinent of Said pini cafrief, and heans for Ilow 
irig said supports to effect the discharge of pins 
ficia said clips. 

3. In an automatic pin. setting machine, pin. 
distributing mechanism including an endless pini 
carrier composed of flexible sections and pin cups 
alterhating therewith and connected to the ends 
of adjacent flexible sections, a plurality of Sta 
tions spaced in a triangular pin pattern upon a 
élosed path traversed by said pin carrier, means 
for driving said pin carrier step by step in in 
crements corresponding to the distance along 
said closed path between any two adjacent sta 
tions, whereby said carrier may simultaneously 
move all cups from station to station of said 
triangular pin patteiri, a plurality of substan 
tially triaiigularly arranged pin spotting units, 

imounting said inits beneath said stations, 
pin cup discharge means, and operating mecha 
nism for actuating Said discharge means Simul 
taneously to effect the simultaneous delivery of 
all pins from said cups into said units. 

4. In an automatic bowling pin Setting ma- 4 
chine, pin distributing mechanism including an 
edless pin carrier composed of Sections of chain 
aid a plurality of pin cups alternating therewith, 
sprockets supporting Said pin carrier substain 
tially thiroughout its entire length for movement 
in a serpentine path, each of said cups having a 
fixed pivot at one side, and a slidably mounted 
pivot at its opposite side, said pivots connecting 
said cup to oppositely disposed adjacent ends of 
two of said chain sections, said slidable pivot 
connections being movable Substantially horizon 
tally relatively to the direction of movement of 
said cups to enable said chain Sections to mesh 
with said sprockets in said Serpentine movement 
of Said pin carrier. 

5. In an automatic bowling pin setting ma 
chine, pin distributing mechanism including an 
endless flexible pin carrier composed of Sections 
of chain of equal length and pin cups alternating 
therewith and pivoted to the ends of adjacent 
chain sections, supportS mounting Said carrier to 
travel said cups in a generally horizontal tilti 
angular path of travel means for driving Said 
endless pin carrier, a plurality of Substantialiy 
triangularly arranged statiolas corresponding in 
-humber to the number of cups on Said pin carrier 
aid all of which are traversed by Said cups in 
said novement of Said carrier, meanS for delive 
ing pins in succession to Said cups at One of Said 
stations, said carrier drive means being operable 
to move said carrier step by Step to bring Said 
cups to rest in succession at said one station to 
receive a pin thereat, means operable by each pin 
'delivered to a cup at said station to initiate 
said step movement of Said carrier to place Suc 
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cessive cups at said delivery station, and after the 
delivery of a pin into the last empty cup to locate 
Said filled cups above said stations for delivery 
of pins thereto. 

6. In a pin distributing mechanis?il for a bowl 
ing pin Spotting machine, a Substantially hori 
zofital endless pin carrier, including a plurality 
of bowling pin holders mounted substantially 
equidistantly along Said carrier, a plurality of 
SpocketS Supporting Said carrier for novement 
Öf Said holders in a substantially horizontal plane, 
Said spirockets being provided with peripheral 
faceSSes accommodating said holders as Said car 
fier travels around Said SpocketS, means Inount 
ing said sprockets for positioning three of Said 
holders at the apices of a triangie and the re 
maining holders in an arrangement therewith 
conforming to the triangular arrangement of 
bowling pins on the playing bed of a bowling 
alley, means for delivering bowling pins ini suc 
cession to Said holders, and means for Sinul 
taneously discharging all of Said trangularly air 
ranged pins from Said holders. 

7. In a bowling pin distributing mechanism as 
described in claim. 6, a pin Support mounted on 
each of Said holders, maans normally maintaining 
each of said supports in pin Supporting relation 
feative to the bottom of each of said holders, and 
Wherein Said means for discharging all of Said 
pins froin Said holders includes means operative 
when each of said holders contains a pin for 
moving said supports out of engagement with the 
base of a bowling pin. 

8. In a pin distributing mechanisia for an atto 
ratic bowling pin setting machine, a pin loading 
station, an endless pin carrier mounted above the 
bed of a bowling alley, a plurality of Spaced pin 
cups mounted on said carrier, Said Cups being 
constructed and arranged to loosely encircle the 
butt ends of bowling pins, movable members 
mouriting Said carrier for travel in a closed gel 
erally triangular path, Such that Said cups Cair 
ried thereby are adapted to be disposed in a 
substantially triangular pin playing arrangement, 
a novable Support carried by each cup for Sup 
porting a cowling pin handle end upright therein, 
means for driving Said members to move Said 
endless pin carrier and to dispose Said cupS Suc 
cessively at Said loading Station, and aeans for 
simultaneously releasing each of Said novable 
Supports for movement Out of engagement with 
a pin supported thereby for discharging said pins 
from said cups for transfer to said bed of said 
bowling alley. 

9. In an automatic bowling pin setting ma 
chine, a pin loading station, pin distributing 
mechanism including an endless pin carrier com 
posed of Sections of chain of equal length and 
pin cups alternating there with aind connected to 
the ends of adjacent chain sections, means 
mounting said carrier above the bed of a bowl 
ing alley, said means including a plurality of 
sprocket wheels arranged to mount said carrier 
for movement in a closed path, said plurality of 
Sprocket wheels including three sprocket wheels 
mounted on shafts forming the apices of a tri 
angle, said sprockets having spaced peripheral 
Seats therein into which said pin cups may ninesh. 
while said chain sections mesh with the teeth of 
said sprockets, so that peripheral portions of ad 
jacent Sprockets may be spaced apart a distance 
substantially less than the diameter of said pih 
cups and said Cups are adapted to be disposed 
in a substantially triangular pin playing arrange 
ment, mechanism for driving said sprocket wheels 
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to move said endless pin carrier and dispose said 
pin cups successively at said loading station, a 
pin support for each of said cups, means for Se 
curing each of said supports in pin holding posi 
tion, and means for releasing said Supports for 
discharge of pins from said cups for transfer to 
said bed of said bowling alley. 

10. In an automatic bowling pin setting ma 
chine, a pin loading station, pin distributing 
mechanism including an endless pin carrier con 
posed of sections of chain and pin cups alternat 
ing therewith and pivoted to the ends of adjacent 
chain sections, mechanism operatively Supporting 
said pin carrier above the bed of a bowling alley, 
including members mounting said carrier for 
travel in a generally triangular path such that 
said cups are adapted to be disposed in a sub 
stantially triangular pin playing arrangement, 
means for driving said endless pin carrier to lo 
cate said pin cups successively at Said loading 
station, a plurality of stations arranged in a tri 
angular pin pattern traversed by said path, Said 
cups being spaced to simultaneously enter said 
stations upon movement of said pin carrier, and 

- each cup passing in succession through all of Said 
stations, a pin support for each of Said Cups, 
means for securing each of said Supports in pin 
holding position, and means for releasing Said 
supports for discharge of pins from said cups for 
transfer to said bed of said alley. 

11. In an automatic bowling pin setting ma 
chine, pin distributing mechanism including an 
endless flexible pin carrier composed of sections of 
chain of equal length and pin cups alternating 
therewith and connected to the ends of adjacent 
chain sections, and means for driving said end 
less pin carrier in a serpentine path in which Said 
pin cups move in succession through a pin de 
livery station, means for delivering a pin in Suc 
cession to each cup at said station, each cup be 
ing open at opposite ends and having a movable 
pin support at one of said ends, latch means for 
each cup to releasably secure its pin Support in 
pin holding position during and after passing of 
each cup through said delivery station and until 
all said cups have received pins, a pin discharge 
station for each of said cups, latch release stops 
located adjacent each of said discharge stations, 
means mounting said latch release stops in Such 
position as to engage selectively with correspond 
ing cup latch means to move said supports to pin 
release positions in response to the movement of 
said cups to their respective pin discharge Sta 
tions. 

12. In an automatic bowling pin setting ma 
chine, pin distributing mechanism including an 
endless pin carrier having pin cups mounted Sub 
stantially equidistantly therealong, means for 
driving said endless pin carrier in a closed path 
in which said pin cups move in succession through 
a plurality of discharge stations, one of which 
also serves as a pin delivery station, means for 
interrupting the movement of said carrier upon 
arrival of empty cups at said delivery station, 
means for delivering a pin, in succession, to each 
empty cup located at said delivery station, means 
associated with each cup for releasably support 
ing a pin therein, fixed stops at each station other 
than said delivery station positioned to allow 
loaded cups to traverse said stations until all cups 
are loaded, and a movable stop at said delivery 
station normally positioned to likewise allow 
loaded cups to pass through that station, a trip 
element for each of said releasable supporting 
means, each element being so positioned on its 
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8 
respective cup as to pass all of said stops except 
the stop associated with the corresponding dis 
charge station of its cup, means for actuating 
said carrier driving means to move said cup last 
to be loaded away from said delivery station and 
locate said previously loaded cups in pin dis 
charging position at said stations relative to said 
fixed stops, means for moving said movable stop 
into position to be engaged by its corresponding 
trip element, supports mounting said fixed stops 
such that in response to the movement of said 
loaded cups to pin delivery position, each stop will 
then intercept the trip element for the releasable 
pin supporting means on a selected cup to re 
lease the pins from all cups. 

13. In an automatic bowling pin setting ma 
chine, pin distributing mechanism including an 
endless pin carrier, spaced pin cups operatively 
connected to said carrier, means for driving said 
endless pin carrier to carry said pin cups in suc 
cession through a plurality of discharge stations, 
one of which serves as a pin delivery station, at 
which all cups successively come to rest, means 
for delivering pins in succession, to each cup at 
said delivery station, support means associated 
with each cup for releasably supporting a pin 
therein, fixed stops at each station other than 
said delivery station, means supporting said fixed 
stops to allow loaded cups to traverse said sta 
tions until all cups are loaded, differently posi 
tioned trip elements carried by each of said cups 
for each of said releasable Support means, means 
mounting said trip elements on said cups so as to 
pass all of said stops except the stop associated 
with the corresponding discharge station, a mov 
able stop at said delivery station, means normally 
positioning said movable stop in inoperative po 
sition until all cups are loaded, a device for actu 
atting said driving means in response to the deliv 
ery of a pin into the last of said cups to be load 
ed for engaging all of said trip elements with said 
fixed stops except the trip element on the last 
of said cups to be loaded, and means operative 
substantially simultaneously therewith for mov 
ing said movable stop to engage said last-named 
trip element, said stops being operative in re 
sponse to said last movement of said driving 
means and the engagement of said trip elements 
With said stops for moving said trip elements to 
effect the release of said pin support means from 
engagement with pins held thereby to effect the 
discharge of all pins from all of said Cups. 

14. In an automatic bowling pin Setting ma 
chine, pin distributing mechanism including an 
endless pin carrier, pin cups carried by said car 
rier, means for driving said pin carrier, means 
on each cup for releasably Supporting a pin 
therein, an electrical circuit including a Switch 
operable by delivered pins to effect a step by step 
operation of said driving means of said carrier, 
a plurality of intermediate stations in which said 
cups are brought to rest by said carrier includ 
ing a pin delivery station, pin delivery means at 
said delivery station, stops at each station other 
than said delivery station positioned to allow 
loaded cups to traverse said stations until all 
cups are loaded, a movable stop at said delivery 
station, means normally locating said movable 
stop in an inoperative position to likewise allow 
loaded cups to pass through that station, a Sole 
noid operatively connected to said movable stop, 
and a solenoid Switch in said circuit, means Op 
erative in response to the delivery of a pin into 
the last of said cups to be loaded at said pin de 
livery station to actuate said solenoid switch and 
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energize said solenoid to shift said movable stop 
to an operative position, other means operable 
when all cups have been loaded for operating Said 
carrier driving means to move said carrier with 
said loaded clips and locate Said cups in pil re 
leasing position at Said stations relative to Said 
stops, and pin release means for said cups op 
erated by said stops in response to the movement 
of said cups to said pin releasing position for 
simultaneoEsly moving all of said pin Support 
ing means on all of Said eups to pin diseharging 
position. 

5. In a bowling pin distributor for a bowl 
ing pin spotting machine having a pin setting 
frame for setting pins on a bowling alley, an 
endleSS pin carrier, Said carrier comprising a plu 
rality of alternately connected flexible sections 
and substantially cylindrical pin Supporting hold 
ers, a novable pin holding device carried by each 
of said holders for maintaining a bowling pin 
handle end upright therein, separate means for 
Enowing each of said movable pin holding devices 
to free said pins in said holders for discharging 
said pins therefrom, means for supporting said 
carrier il Said position to maintain said holder's 
in Substantially triangular pin playing arrange 
ment, and similarly arranged pin receiving de 
viees on said frame and located beneath said 
holders of said distributor for receiving said pins 
discharged from said holders. 

16. In an automatic bowling pin setting na 
ehine having a spotting device, a plurality of pin 
Spotting units mounted on said device and ar 
ranged in substantially triangular playing pat 
tern, means for moving said device to and from 
a bowling alley to place pins on said alley, pin 
cistributing mechanism including spaced flexi 
ble Sections, pin cups alternating therewith and 
connected to adjacent flexible sections to form 
an endless pin carrier, a cup loading station, 
Eneans for moving said carrier through a serpen 
tine path to locate said cups seriatin at said 
statioh for delivery of pins in Succession there 
into and to locate filled cups in discharge posi 
tions corresponding to the arrangement of said 
units on said device, means for depositing pins 
in said cups at Said loading station, and means 
for discharging Said pins in said cups to said 
Spotting units. 

17. In an automatic bowling pin setting ma- : 
ehine, pin distributing mechanism including an 
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endless pin carrier comprising flexible sections 
and pin cupS alternating there with and con 
nected to the ends of adjacent sections, a pin 
delivery Station, means for driving said pin car 
lier intermittently in a closed path and locat 
ing each of Said pin cups in succession at said 
pin delivery station, a plurality of intermediate 
stations to which said cups are moved by said 
carrier, means for delivering pins in succession 
to Successive cups at said delivery station, mov 
ably mounted support means associated with 
each Cup for releasably supporting a pin there 
in, fixed stops at each of said intermediate sta 
tions, a, Inovably mounted stop at said delivery 
station, differently positioned trip elements for 
each of Said cups, each of said elements having 
means mounting it on its respective cup so as 
to paSS all of Said fixed stops except the stop 
a SSgciated with a corresponding intermediate sta 
tion, the trip element carried by the last cun 
to be fillied being adapted to coact. With said now 
ably mounted stop, neans normally holding said 
Enovably mounted stop out of the path of travel 
of Said loaded cups passing through said delivery 
station, a device for moving said movably mount 
ed Stop into operative position for engagement 
With Said trip element on said last cup to be filed 
with a pin, and means operative after the de 
livery of a pin into the last empty cup to be 
loaded and in response to the movement of said 
pin carrier to engage said trip elements. With 
their respective fixed stops and said novably 
mounted Stop to move said trip elements and 
release said releasable pin supporting means for 
discharge of said pins from said cups. 

THOMAS FLNT. 
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